No.

2021-7018
Official Order
of the
Texas Commissioner of Insurance
Date: 10/13/2021

Subject Considered:
Texas Department of Insurance
v.
Jesse Juarez
SOAH Docket No. 454-20-4039.C

General remarks and official action taken:
The subject of this order is Jesse Juarez's application for a life agent license. This order
denies Mr. Juarez's application.
Background
After proper notice was given, the above-styled case was heard by an administrative
law judge for the State Office of Administrative Hearings. The administrative law judge
made and filed a proposal for decision containing a recommendation that the Texas
Department of Insurance (TDI) deny Mr. Juarez's application. A copy of the proposal
for decision is attached as Exhibit A.
TDI adopts the administrative law judge's proposed findings of fact and conclusions of
law with the addition of Conclusion of Law No. 4.A and changes to Conclusion of Law
No. 5 as described in this order.
Legal Authority for Changes to Conclusions of Law
The legal authority for the changes to the proposal for decision made in this order is
TEX. GOV’T CODE § 2001.058(e)(1), which provides that "A state agency may change a
finding of fact or conclusion of law made by the administrative law judge, or may vacate
or modify an order issued by the administrative judge, only if the agency determines…
that the administrative law judge did not properly apply or interpret applicable law,
agency rules, written policies [of the agency], or prior administrative decisions…."
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Analysis
Texas Insurance Code § 4005.101(b)(8) and Texas Occupations Code § 53.021(d)
TEX. INS. CODE § 4005.101 provides grounds on which TDI may discipline a license holder,
including denying a person's license application. Under subsection (b)(8), TDI may
discipline a license holder if it determines the applicant "has been convicted of a
felony[.]" Relatedly, TEX. OCC. CODE § 53.021(a) authorizes licensing agencies such as TDI
to revoke a person's license if the "person has been convicted of . . . an offense that
directly relates to the duties and responsibilities of the licensed occupation[.]" 1
In 2012, Mr. Juarez pleaded guilty to arson, a second degree felony. He received, and
is presently on, deferred adjudication community supervision for the offense. A
deferred adjudication is generally not considered a conviction unless otherwise
provided in statute. 2 See McNew v. State, 608 S.W.2d 166, 172 (Tex. Crim. App. 1978)
("[A] 'conviction,' regardless of the context in which it is used, always involves an
adjudication of guilt."); Hassan v. State, 440 S.W.3d 684, 687 (Tex. App.—Houston [14th
Dist.] 2012, no pet.) ("[A]n order deferring adjudication of guilt and placing a defendant
on probation or community supervision is not a conviction."); Tex. Att'y Gen. Op. No.
JC-396 (2001) at 2 ("As commonly defined, the term 'convicted' means "[p]roved or
found guilty; condemned.") (citing III Oxford English Dictionary 879 (2d ed. 1989)).
In this case, the administrative law judge concluded, without analysis, that Mr. Juarez's
deferred adjudication qualifies as a conviction for purposes of TEX. INS. CODE
§ 4005.101(b)(8). As support for his conclusion the administrative law judge simply cites
to TEX. OCC. CODE § 53.021(d), which provides:
A licensing authority may consider a person to have been convicted of an
offense for purposes of this section regardless of whether the proceedings

Section 53.021(a) also authorizes license revocation if the license holder was convicted of certain other
serious offenses not at issue here.
1

When the Legislature has intended to expand on what constitutes a conviction in a particular area, it
has done so in clear and unmistakable terms. See, e.g., TEX. GOV'T. CODE § 411.171(4) (defining "convicted,"
for purposes of handgun carry laws, to include some deferred adjudications).
2
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were dismissed and the person was discharged as described by Subsection
(c) if:
(1) the person was charged with:
(A) any offense described by Article 62.001(5), Code of Criminal
Procedure; or
(B) an offense other than an offense described by Paragraph (A) if:
(i) the person has not completed the period of supervision or the
person completed the period of supervision less than five years
before the date the person applied for the license; or
(ii) a conviction for the offense would make the person ineligible
for the license by operation of law; and
(2) after consideration of the factors described by Sections 53.022 and
53.023(a), the licensing authority determines that:
(A) the person may pose a continued threat to public safety; or
(B) employment of the person in the licensed occupation would
create a situation in which the person has an opportunity to repeat
the prohibited conduct.
By its plain language, however, subsection (d) of § 53.021 only applies in the context of
that section. See TEX. OCC. CODE § 53.021(d) ("A licensing authority may consider a
person to have been convicted of an offense for purposes of this section . . .") (emphasis
added). It cannot be used to establish a conviction outside the context of § 53.021. The
Office of the Attorney General recognized as much in Tex. Att'y Gen. Op. No. KP-107
(2016), albeit indirectly.
At issue in that opinion was the Texas Lottery Commission's statutory authority to
revoke a sales agent's license if the agent had been "convicted of . . . gambling or a
gambling-related offense[.]" TEX. GOV’T. CODE § 466.155. The operative question posed
to the Attorney General was whether the Commission could revoke a license based on
a sales agent's deferred adjudication for the offense of gambling, a Class C
misdemeanor. After analyzing TEX. GOV'T. CODE § 466.155 and TEX. OCC. CODE § 53.021(d),
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the Attorney General concluded that the Commission could not revoke a license based
on a deferred adjudication for gambling because § 53.021(a) did not extend to Class C
misdemeanors. Implicit in that conclusion is a finding that the Commission could not
use § 53.021(d) as a basis to treat a deferred adjudication as a conviction for purposes
of TEX. GOV’T. CODE § 466.155, where a gambling conviction is expressly listed as a basis
for license revocation.
Therefore, based on the analysis above, TDI concludes that the administrative law judge
misinterpreted or misapplied the law in concluding that TEX. OCC. CODE § 53.021(d) may
be used to treat a deferred adjudication as a conviction for purposes of TEX. INS. CODE
§ 4005.101(b)(8). 3
While TEX. OCC. CODE § 53.021(d) may not be used to treat a deferred adjudication as a
conviction for purposes of TEX. INS. CODE § 4005.101(b)(8), it can be used as such for
purposes of TEX. OCC. CODE § 53.021(a). And while the administrative law judge's analysis
in the proposal for decision focuses primarily on TEX. INS. CODE § 4005.101(b)(8), TEX.
OCC. CODE § 53.021(a) also applies in this case because arson is a crime that directly
relates to the duties and responsibilities of the licensed occupation. See 28 TEX. ADMIN.
CODE § 1.502(e)(4)(C). Therefore, while TEX. INS. CODE § 4005.101(b)(8) may not serve as a
basis to deny Mr. Juarez's application, TEX. OCC. CODE § 53.021(a) does. The
administrative law judge's proposal for decision is changed accordingly, as described
below.

Admittedly, TDI has not been consistent on this issue. In 1998, TDI Enforcement Staff acknowledged
that deferred adjudications could not be considered convictions for purposes of TEX. INS. CODE
§ 4005.101(b)(8). See Proposal for Decision, SOAH Docket No. 454-97-2358.C, 2004 WL 4171092 at 3, n.
1 (1998) (addressing predecessor to Section 4005.101(b)(8)). But at some point after 1998 and before
the first iteration of § 53.021(d) went into effect, Enforcement Staff began to argue that TDI rule 28 TEX.
ADMIN. CODE § 1.502 allowed the Department to consider deferred adjudications as convictions for
purposes of TEX. INS. CODE § 4005.101(b)(8). See, e.g., Proposal for Decision, SOAH Docket No. 454-080564.C, 2008 WL 612585 (2008) (focusing on the fact that § 1.502(f) and (g) use the phrase "committed
a felony" instead of "convicted of a felony"). Then, in 2012, Commissioner's Order No. 12-0455 clearly
stated that deferred adjudications are not a basis for license denial, revocation, or other disciplinary
action under TEX. INS. CODE § 4005.101(b)(8). But in 2019, TDI adopted a proposal for decision that
concluded, without analysis, that TEX. OCC. CODE § 53.021(d) may be used to treat a deferred adjudication
as a conviction for purposes of TEX. INS. CODE § 4005.101(b)(8). See Commissioner's Order No. 19-5933
(2019), SOAH Docket No. 454-19-1450.C (2019). The administrative law judge fails to address the
agency's historical approach to the issue.
3
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Based on the analysis above showing the administrative law judge misinterpreted or
misapplied the law, new Conclusion of Law No. 4.A is adopted:
The Department may deny a license if the applicant has been convicted of an
offense that directly relates to the duties and responsibilities of the licensed
occupation. TEX. OCC. CODE § 53.021(a)(1).
The administrative law judge's proposed Conclusion of Law No. 5 states:
The Department may consider a person who has pleaded guilty, but whose
adjudication has been deferred, to be convicted if the period of supervision is
ongoing and the Department determines that the person may pose a continued
threat to public safety or the employment of the person in the licensed
occupation would create a situation in which he or she has the opportunity to
repeat the prohibited conduct. TEX. OCC. CODE § 53.021(d).
Based on the analysis above showing the administrative law judge misinterpreted or
misapplied the law, Conclusion of Law No. 5 is changed to state:
The Department may consider a person who has pleaded guilty, but whose
adjudication has been deferred, to be convicted for purposes of TEX. OCC. CODE
§ 53.021(a) if the period of supervision is ongoing and the Department
determines that the person may pose a continued threat to public safety or the
employment of the person in the licensed occupation would create a situation
in which he or she has the opportunity to repeat the prohibited conduct. TEX.
OCC. CODE § 53.021(d).

Findings of Fact
The findings of fact contained in Exhibit A are adopted by TDI and incorporated by
reference into this order.
Conclusions of Law
1.

Conclusions of Law Nos. 1 – 4 and 6 – 9 as contained in Exhibit A are adopted
by TDI and incorporated by reference into this order.

2.

The following Conclusion of Law No. 4.A is adopted:
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The Department may deny a license if the applicant has been convicted
of an offense that directly relates to the duties and responsibilities of the
licensed occupation. TEX. OCC. CODE § 53.021(a)(1).
3.

In place of Conclusion of Law No. 5 as contained in Exhibit A, the following
conclusion of law is adopted:
The Department may consider a person who has pleaded guilty, but
whose adjudication has been deferred, to be convicted for purposes of
TEX. OCC. CODE § 53.021(a) if the period of supervision is ongoing and the
Department determines that the person may pose a continued threat to
public safety or the employment of the person in the licensed occupation
would create a situation in which he or she has the opportunity to repeat
the prohibited conduct. TEX. OCC. CODE § 53.021(d).

Order
It is ordered that Jesse Juarez's application for a life agent license is denied.
____________________________________
Cassie Brown
Commissioner of Insurance

Recommended and reviewed by:

_______________________________________
James Person, General Counsel

_______________________________________
Justin Beam, Assistant General Counsel
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